A simplified mathematical model, based on body-fitted coordinates, is formulated to study the evolution of non-swirling and swirling liquid sheets emanated from an annular nozzle in a quiescent surrounding medium. The model provides predictions of sheet trajectory, thickness, and velocity at various liquid mass flowrates and liquid-swirler angles. It is found that a non-swirling annular sheet converges towards its centreline and assumes a bell shape as it moves downstream from the nozzle. The bell radius and length are more pronounced at higher liquid mass flowrates. Both the thickness and the stream-wise velocity of the nonswirling annular sheet are reduced with an increase in mass flowrate. The introduction of swirl results in the formation of a diverging hollow-cone sheet. The hollow-cone divergence from its centreline is enhanced by an increase in liquid mass flowrate or liquid-swirler angle. The hollow-cone sheet radius, curvature, and stream-wise velocity increase, whereas its thickness is diminished as a result of increasing the mass flowrate or liquid-swirler angle. The tangential velocity is greater at higher mass flowrates or smaller liquid-swirler angles. The present results are compared with previous studies and conclusions are drawn.
INTRODUCTION
Combustion efficiency and stability are predominated by fuel/oxidizer injection and atomization. Hence, it is imperative to optimize the injector design and combustor aerodynamics to achieve rapid and uniform fuel/oxidizer mixing. The swirl atomizer is particularly suited to high-thrust and highperformance liquid-propellant rocket engines where intimate mixing of reactants is essential to achieving a uniform distribution of mixture ratios in the combustion chamber. The distribution of the mixture ratios and mass fluxes needs to ensure not only maximum performance but also adequate cooling of the hardware. Recent experimental studies [1, 2] have revealed that apart from enhancing atomization, swirl atomizer promotes combustion stability.
At low flowrates, the swirled fuel spray injected from the annular nozzle of a swirl atomizer assumes the shape of a converging annular liquid jet (referred to in the literature as 'water bell'). If the fuel flowrate is high enough for the inertia forces to overcome the opposing surface tension forces, the fuel spray forms a diverging hollow-cone configuration. Both converging annular jets and diverging hollow cone-sheets have been studied extensively in the past. Converging swirling annular liquid jets are similar to converging non-swirling jets, except for the presence of centrifugal and Coriolis forces due to swirl effects.
A number of research articles have been published on annular jet characteristics from the point of view of different practical applications, although mostly not for injectors. Water bells have been considered by Taylor [3] and Baird and Davidson [4] . Research on converging non-swirling annular jets with reference to inertial confinement fusion (ICF) reactors has been performed by Hoffman et al. [5] , Ramos [6, 7] , and Hasan et al. [8] . Sivakumar and Raghunadan [9, 10] studied converging swirling annular liquid jets produced by liquid -liquid coaxial swirl atomizers used in bipropellant rockets and elsewhere. The transition of a converging (bell or tulip-shaped) to a diverging (cone-shaped) swirling annular jet was investigated, both experimentally and theoretically, by Ramamurthi and Tharakan [11, 12] .
Chuech and co-authors [13 -16 ] presented a mathematical model that used curvilinear bodyfitted coordinates to simplify the analysis of the evolution of non-swirling and swirling annular liquid sheets injected from a nozzle into a quiescent surrounding medium. They reported predictions of the spray angle, sheet thickness, and velocities that were in general agreement with their experimental measurements. Although their model was published in several articles [13 -16] , accounts of the governing equations for the model were inconsistent. The numerical technique they employed to solve the governing equations was not sufficiently elaborated in any of their numerous publications to allow for independent verification of the model. Despite that Chuech and co-authors' model contains a formulation for liquid-surrounding interfacial friction effects, the results they presented apply only to a liquid sheet issued in a void, a fact that was not mentioned in their publications but has become evident through the course of the present investigation.
The purpose of the present work is to advance a clear and accurate model to predict the spray characteristics of swirling and non-swirling annular sheets injected into a surrounding medium. These characteristics include spray angle, radius, sheet thickness, and velocity. The effects of injection properties, such as liquid mass flowrate and initial swirlerangle, on the evolution of swirling and non-swirling annular liquid sheets are also studied. The model presented constitutes a completed and corrected version of that documented by Chuech and co-authors [13] [14] [15] [16] and comprises informative but concise details of the solution technique to permit others to reproduce it without undue difficulty or guesswork on their part. As the particulars of the numerical solution method used by Chuech and co-authors were not reported, it is not possible to know whether they are similar to the ones introduced here. This situation renders it impossible to conduct a direct quantitative comparison with Chuech and coauthors' results. Therefore, only qualitative comparisons with Chuech and co-authors' are attempted in the present study. The results produced in the present work differ from those of Chuech and co-authors in that the influence of surrounding medium is accounted for through the liquid -gas interfacial friction forces. An expanded investigation of the effects of liquid-swirler angle on sheet evolution parameters is accomplished. Non-swirling annular sheets are included in the present study because of their important applications in spray atomization and to allow for the extraction of the effects of swirl on atomization by comparing and contrasting the behaviour of non-swirling and swirling annular sheets.
The work presented here may be combined with an appropriate liquid sheet breakup and atomization model to provide a basis for a comprehensive spray model to be incorporated in CFD codes to simulate combustion performance. Currently, such CFD codes neglect the presence of the hollow-cone sheet and assume instantaneous atomization at the nozzle exit. However, it is well known [17] that CFD predictions are very sensitive to the assumed spray characteristics. The present model may be employed to compute the initial conditions needed for effecting accurate predictions of the outcome of the subsequent processes of annular sheet instability and disintegration into drops. These conditions include sheet evolution trajectory, local thickness, and velocity components. The sheet trajectory dictates the resultant drop orientation. The size of drops is directly related to the annular sheet thickness. The sheet velocity at breakup predetermines the instantaneous drop velocity. Atomization models usually require prior knowledge of sheet thickness and velocity to afford calculations of the time and position at which sheet rupture occurs.
MODEL FORMULATION
A curvilinear coordinate system j -z -h, as shown in Fig. 1 , is utilized as a non-inertial reference frame to analyse the liquid flow in a swirling axisymmetric hollow-cone sheet issued from a nozzle at an initial velocity u f0 and angle u 0 in a quiescent surrounding gas. The coordinates j, z, h are perpendicular to each other and coincide with the liquid streamwise, tangential, and normal to the streamline directions, respectively. The choice of a curvilinear Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of an annular liquid sheet coordinate system that conforms to the sheet boundaries simplifies the mathematical analysis because the normal velocity component vanishes. The liquid flow is assumed to be Newtonian, incompressible, and inviscid. As in practical spray applications, the sheet thickness is usually much smaller than the cone radius, variations of stream-wise velocity across the sheet thickness may be neglected. Mathematically, the governing equations describing conservation of mass and momentum per unit volume at steady state may be expressed as
Momentum in the stream-wise j-direction
Momentum in the normal h-direction
Momentum in the tangential z-direction
where the first term in each of equations (2) and (4) represents directional components of inertia forces in the stream-wise and tangential directions. The second terms in each of equations (2) and (4) and the first term in equation (3) denote directional components of centrifugal forces. The second term in equation 3 relates to Coriolis force. The terms r f g cosu and r f g sinu in equations (2) and (3) designate directional components of gravity force. The terms S j and S z in equation (2) and (3) account for the viscous forces in the stream-wise and tangential directions, respectively. The use of primitive variables in the present formulation is intended to add to the clarity of the model's equations. The pressure gradient in the normal direction h can be approximated by its integrated form as a function of the gas pressure difference across the liquidgas interface and surface tension forces
where the terms inside bracket represent the axial and meridian radii of curvature [3] .
Following Chuech and co-authors [13] [14] [15] [16] , the viscous forces in the stream-wise and tangential momentum equations are accounted for through the interfacial friction forces acting on the inner and outer liquid -gas interfaces. Therefore, the viscous forces may be written, respectively, in terms of Rizk and Lefebvre's [18] gas -liquid interfacial friction factors representation as
where the terms between square brackets in equations (16) and (17) designate Rizk and Lefebvre's [18] interfacial friction factors.
Owing to the simplifying assumptions and use of conforming curvilinear coordinates in the present model, all the dependent variables have gradient only in the stream-wise direction, j. Therefore, the governing equations given by equations (1) to (4) subject to equations (5) to (7) may be simplified to a system of non-linear first-order ordinary differential equations in the form
As the system of equations (8) to (11) subject to equations (6) and (7) includes four equations and five unknowns, r, u, d, u f , w f , an additional equation is needed to make the system determinate. Such an equation may be derived from geometrical considerations of the median streamline as shown in Fig. 1 dr dj ¼ sin u
A set of five boundary conditions is needed to bring closure to the model. As the hollow-cone liquid flow is bounded at nozzle orifice, the boundary conditions to be coupled with the system of ordinary differential equations may be stated as
To enable tracking of sheet trajectory, its axial coordinate z is evaluated in reference with Fig. 1 as
subject to the boundary condition
The system of non-linear first-order ordinary differential equations given by equations (8) to (12) and (18) subject to the boundary conditions expressed as equations (13) to (17) and (19) is solved using a fifth-order Runge -Kutta Verner method to yield solutions for r, u,
In the present model, as the surrounding gas is assumed to be quiescent, quantities representing gas velocity, u g and w g , vanish from equations (6) and (7) . It is also assumed that the outer and inner gas pressures are equal so that Dp g ¼ 0. Note that results for a non-swirling annular sheet may be obtained when the liquid-swirl velocity, w f , is set to zero.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Non-swirling sheet
As a non-swirling hollow-cone sheet has its own practical applications in liquid fuel injection, the authors begin by studying this case by setting the swirl velocity, w f , to zero, which eliminates the effects of both the centrifugal and Coriolis forces from the present model. This study also allows for gaining insight into the differences in the development of non-swirling and swirling annular sheet and isolating effects that are solely due to swirl. To facilitate comparison with Baird and Davidson [4] and Chuech and co-authors [13 -16] results, the same nozzle geometry and flow conditions are used in the present investigation. Therefore, the injected sheet liquid is assumed to be water and the surrounding gas is atmospheric air. The initial mean sheet diameter, D 0 ¼ 2R 0 at nozzle orifice is 12.41 mm and the initial water sheet thickness, d 0 , is 0.29 mm. The water sheet is assumed to be injected vertically downwards so that initial sheet angle, u 0 , is 08. The liquid flowrates, _ m f , considered are 13.09, 19.13, 25.50, and 31.88 g/s. The initial sheet velocity in the stream-wise direction, u f0 , is calculated in accordance with equation (16) .
Predicted cross-sectional profiles of the liquid sheet at four different flowrates are shown in Fig. 2 . The colour codes on the annular sheet cross-sections represent variations of sheet velocities in the streamwise j-direction. Upon emerging from the annular nozzle orifice, the predicted cross-sectional streamlines of the water sheet continuously converge towards the centreline, resulting in the formation of a bell-shaped annular sheet that ultimately collapses into a 'solid' round jet. The bell-shape variations in Fig. 2 indicate that as the liquid flowrate is increased, the convergence rate of the liquid sheets decreases producing a more elongated bell with larger radius but smaller curvature. This is due to the greater inertia forces created at an increased mass flowrate, which act to reduce contraction effects of surface tension forces. The results in Fig. 2 indicate that the stream-wise sheet velocities downstream are always less than their initial values at the nozzle orifice.
Predictions of dimensionless radius and angle of a non-swirling annular sheet with the axial distance from the nozzle are presented in Figs 3 and 4 , respectively. At a constant liquid flowrate, both the sheet radius and angle always decrease as the sheet moves away from the nozzle. As the sheet angles are always negative, the absolute values of the angle are actually increasing in the downstream direction. As a result, the annular sheet gradually contracts towards its centreline. The contraction of the sheet is due to surface tension forces. As the flowrate is increased, both sheet radius and angle are amplified because of greater inertia forces that counteract the contracting action of surface tension forces.
In Fig. 5 , the predicted variations of dimensionless sheet thickness, d/d 0 , are plotted as functions of dimensionless axial distance. Figure 5 indicates that the sheet thickness is reduced with an increase in liquid flowrates because of the enlargement in its radius, as may be recalled from Fig. 3 . At a given flowrate, the sheet thickness increases in the downstream direction. The increase in sheet thickness in the axial direction is due to the contraction of the annular sheet, as observed in The results in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the dimensionless sheet stream-wise velocity at variable flowrates exhibits a complex behaviour. The initial stream-wise velocities, u f0 , listed in Fig. 6 are calculated from the corresponding mass flowrates in accordance with equation (16) . At small liquid flowrates, the stream-wise velocity first increases nearby the nozzle orifice and then decreases further downstream. However, at higher flowrate, the streamwise velocity experiences a monotonic reduction in the axial direction. The behaviour of stream-wise velocity may be explained in light of mass conservation. At small flowrates, the initial rate of reduction in sheet radius is greater than thickness enlargement and therefore the velocity must increase to conserve mass. At larger distances from the nozzle, the rate of increase in sheet thickness picks up and exceeds that of radius reduction, dictating a decrease in velocity for mass to be conserved. At higher flowrates, the decrease in sheet radius always outweighs the increase in its thickness causing the stream-wise velocity to be continuously reduced downstream. Figure 6 also shows that the dimensionless velocity decreases with an increase in mass flowrate. However, it should be noted that the velocity is made dimensionless by dividing by its initial value, u f0 , which increases with mass flowrate, as evident from equation (16) . Therefore, the magnitude of the dimensional velocity actually increases with mass flowrate as expected. The reason for normalizing each velocity by its initial value, instead of one universal value, is to facilitate comparison with Chuech and co-authors [13 -16] who presented their results in this fashion. Figure 7 repeats the results of Fig. 6 after excluding the interfacial friction terms, S j and S z , which amounts to injecting the liquid sheet into a vacuum. Note that S z ¼ 0 for a non-swirling sheet and Dp g is taken to be zero in the present analysis. The vacuum condition applies to high altitude where the gas pressure, and hence gas density, is reduced. The reader is invited to verify that the results of Fig. 7 closely match those of Chuech [15] in Fig. 4 . This comparison, and others, leads the present authors to conclude that Chuech and co-workers [13 -16] neglected interfacial friction in their computations, as alluded to earlier. However, it should be emphasized that Chuech and coauthors' work cannot be replicated with certainty because their exact theoretical formulation and numerical solution methods are not clearly stated in their publications.
As Fig. 7 reveals, Chuech and co-authors' [13] [14] [15] [16] predictions indicate a monotonic increase in stream-wise velocities with axial distance at all flowrates investigated. The reason for the discrepancy between the results in Figs 6 and 7 is believed to be due to the decelerating influence of interfacial friction on the liquid sheet, which is magnified with increased mass flowrate. The gravitational forces have the opposite role of accelerating the flow. Therefore, at a low mass flowrate, the interfacial friction is small and gravity dominates, inducing a net acceleration. The reverse is true at higher mass flowrates.
Swirling sheet
In this section, the swirl effects are accounted for and hence the centrifugal and Coriolis forces are accounted for. The flow conditions are taken to be similar to those used by Chuech and co-authors [13] [14] [15] [16] to permit direct reference to their results. Therefore, the annular sheet diameter at the nozzle orifice is D 0 ¼ 6.63 mm. The initial sheet thickness is taken to be d 0 ¼ 0.1524 mm, which is equivalent to one-fourth of the prefilmer width and is considered to be invariable with other flow conditions.
To study the effect of liquid-port angle, or liquidswirler angle, a, on the results, this angle is varied in the calculations between 08 and 608. The liquid fuel properties include density, r f ¼ 765 kg/m 3 , dynamic viscosity, m f ¼ 9.2 Â 10 24 kg/m s, and surface tension, s ¼ 0.025 N/m. The surrounding gas is assumed to be air at atmospheric conditions with density of r g ¼ 1.22 kg/m 3 and dynamic viscosity of m g ¼ 17.9 Â 10 26 kg/m s. Figure 8 portrays cross-sectional profiles of a swirling hollow-cone sheet at four liquid mass flowrates, 13.09, 19.13, 25.5, and 31.88 g/s. It is evident that including the swirl effect causes the liquid sheet to be transformed from an annular bell-shape to a Fig. 8 Influence of mass flowrate on the features of a swirling liquid sheet in a vacuum hollow-cone configuration. Increasing the mass flowrate enhances the sheet's 'opening-up' in the axial direction as a result of increased sheet radius and angle. The colour codes across the sheet thickness delineate the change of stream-wise velocity. The sheet slows down as it moves away from the nozzle because of the increase in its radius. The magnitude of the stream-wise velocity is larger at higher liquid flowrates.
The effects of liquid-swirler angle on the shape of the swirling liquid sheet are first examined. Figures  9 and 10 portray the respective variations of sheet radius and angle at a constant liquid mass flowrate of _ m f ¼ 17.76 g/s and initial sheet angle of u 0 ¼ 08, for liquid-swirler angles of a ¼ 08, 58, 108, 208, 308, 458, and 608. It is seen in Figs 9 and 10 that, except at a ¼ 08, both the radius and the angle of the sheet are increased with the liquid-swirler angle. Although the sheet radius exhibits a monotonic increase in the axial direction, the angle experiences an initial increase followed by a gradual decrease with the axial distance from the nozzle. The case when a ¼ 08 corresponds to non-swirling sheet where the sheet converges towards its centre line, and its radius decreases while the absolute values of the negative sheet angle increase with axial distance, as has been discussed earlier in relation with Figs 3 and 4. Therefore, the annular sheet is transformed from a converging bell to a diverging hollow cone as a result of introducing swirl in the liquid. Swirling the liquid gives rise to centrifugal and Coriolis forces, which act against the contracting effects of surface tension forces, causing the sheet to move outwards in the radial direction. It is evident from Figs 9 and 10 that the present model is capable of smoothly predicting the transition from a bell-shaped nonswirling jet to a swirling hollow-cone sheet in agreement with previous studies [13 -16] . Figure 11 displays the dimensionless sheet thickness variation versus dimensionless axial distance from the nozzle exit for the same parameters considered in Figs 9 and 10 . It is noted that except for a non-swirling sheet of a ¼ 08, the sheet thickness continuously decrease with liquid-swirler angle as a consequence of the increase in sheet radius to satisfy mass conservation. The sheet experiences a reduction in its thickness as it moves downstream from the nozzle, especially at higher liquid-swirler angles. In the absence of swirl (a ¼ 08), the sheet thickness increases in the downstream direction because its radius decreases, as may be recalled in regards with Figs 3 and 5 and confirmed in Figs 9 and 11. It is not possible to compare the results of Fig. 11 with Chuech and co-authors' [13 -16] Fig. 9 Axial variation of radius with liquid-swirler angle for a swirling sheet because they did not investigate the dependence of a swirling hollow-cone sheet thickness on liquidswirler angle. Figures 12 and 13 portray the variations of the dimensionless stream-wise and tangential (swirl) velocity components, respectively, against the dimensionless axial distance at the same flow conditions of Figs 9 to 11. At small liquid-swirler angles, close to 08, the stream-wise velocity continuously decreases with distance in the axial direction. At larger liquid-swirler angles, there is an initial increase in the stream-wise velocity proceeded by a gradual decrease. The initial increase in the stream-wise velocity at small liquid-swirler angles corresponds to the sharp decrease in the sheet thickness observed in Fig. 11 . Therefore, it is concluded that the behaviour of the stream-wise velocity is consistent with mass conservation. As seen earlier in Fig. 10 , the sheet angle also possesses the same type of behaviour as the stream-wise velocity. It is envisaged that this behaviour is due to the steeper increase in sheet radius as it moves far from the nozzle, which causes the decelerating effects of interfacial friction and surface tension forces to overpower the accelerating actions of the centrifugal and gravitational forces, producing reduction in sheet curvature and stream-wise velocity. Recall that the stream-wise velocity of a non-swirling sheet also exhibited a similar behaviour in connection with the mass flowrate as delineated in Fig. 6 . The dimensionless tangential velocity always decreases with the axial distance from the nozzle as the liquid-swirler angle is increased. Note that at a ¼ 08, the swirl velocity, w f , vanishes. It is important to keep in mind that the dimensionless swirl velocity is normalized by its initial value at the nozzle exit, which increases as tan (a) for a constant mass flowrate, as given by equations (16) and (17) . This means that the magnitudes of the dimensional swirl velocities are smaller than they appear in Fig. 12 for a , 458 and larger for a 5 458. Knowledge of stream-wise and tangential velocities at the locations of liquid sheet rupture is needed to resolve the resultant ligament and drop trajectories as well as drop formation rate. Comparisons of the findings presented in Figs 12 and 13 with Chuech and co-authors [13] [14] [15] [16] cannot be accomplished because they did not report on the influence of liquid-swirler angle on stream-wise and tangential velocities of a hollow-cone sheet.
To investigate the influence of mass flowrate on the swirling hollow-cone sheet characteristic, the variations of the sheet radius and angle with axial distance from the nozzle at liquid mass flowrates of 17.76, 40.82, and 79.13 g/s and an initial sheet injection angle u ¼ 08 for a liquid-swirler angle of a ¼ 308 are depicted in Figs 14 and 15 , respectively. Both sheet radius and angle increase with the mass flowrate because of higher inertia and centrifugal forces, which overcome the opposing effects of liquid contraction by surface tension and deceleration due to interfacial friction. The increase in sheet radius with flowrate is less pronounced at higher mass flowrates. The sheet radius experiences a monotonic increase in the direction downstream from the nozzle. Initially, as the sheet emerges from the nozzle, its angle rises sharply over a short axial distance and then remains almost constant further downstream. However, it is noted, in Fig. 15 , that at the lowest mass flowrate, the sheet tends to curve towards the centreline because the inertia and centrifugal forces become weaker than surface tension and gravitational forces. Predictions of The variations of the dimensionless sheet thickness with dimensionless axial distance are displayed in Fig. 16 for the same flow conditions considered in Figs 14 and 15 . It is observed that the sheet becomes thinner in the axial direction because of the expansion of its surface area by the action of centrifugal forces. Thinning of the sheet is only slightly enhanced as the liquid mass flowrate is increased. Therefore, the excess in liquid mass flowrate is mostly consumed by the enlargement of sheet radius, as viewed in Fig. 14, and the increase in stream-wise velocity which will be elucidated later. It is well known [19] that the film thickness along the sheet trajectory is proportional to the drop sizes that are produced by sheet disintegration. On the basis of the results of Figs 11 and 16 , it is concluded that larger fuel-swirler angles and/or shorter sheet breakup lengths would produce thinner sheets and hence smaller drops, a trait that is highly desirable in fuel atomization applications.
Chuech and co-authors [13] [14] [15] [16] presented their results in terms of fuel pressure drop but did not provide the nozzle discharge coefficient to allow for determining the corresponding mass flowrate. Also, their computations neglected the interfacial friction effects given by equations (6) and (7) and hence are only applicable to an annular liquid sheet in a vacuum surrounding. This situation renders even a qualitative comparison with Chuech and co-authors rather difficult. However, the general trends of the present results for mass flowrate variations are similar to Chuech and co-authors' results for fuel pressure drop variations.
The dependence of the sheet tangential velocity on liquid mass flowrate at different axial directions from the nozzle is elaborated upon in Fig. 17 for the same flow conditions investigated in relation with Figs 14 to 16. As may be expected, the tangential velocity of the hollow-cone sheet is enhanced at higher liquid mass flowrates because of the increase in centrifugal forces. The tangential velocity decreases in the axial direction downstream from the nozzle and approaches an asymptotic value for all mass flowrates considered. On the basis of this result, it is desirable for the onset of sheet atomization and disintegration into drops to take place as close as possible to the nozzle in order to take full advantage of 
CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical model that utilizes body-fitted curvilinear coordinates to simplify the analyses of nonswirling and swirling liquid sheets issued from an annular nozzle in a quiescent surrounding medium has been formulated and presented in an unambiguous and organized manner. An adequate description of the numerical approach used to solve the system of non-linear first-order differential equations involved is provided for straightforward adoption of the model by interested researchers. Solutions of the model's governing equations yield sheet trajectory, angle, thickness, and velocity at different flow parameters for both the non-swirling and swirling cases.
The results indicate that when no swirl is present in the liquid, a bell-shaped annular jet is formed. Bell elongation and curvature increase with liquid mass flowrate because of the higher inertia forces which predominate the contracting effects of surface tension. As the bell-shaped annular sheet converges to its centreline, the sheet radius decreases and its thickness increases in the downstream direction as a direct consequence of mass conservation. At high flowrates, the stream-wise velocity decreases monotonically in the axial direction, whereas it shows an initial increase followed by a decrease at lower flowrates. A full round jet is ultimately formed when the bell coalesces at the centreline.
For a swirling liquid sheet, the centrifugal forces cause the sheet to diverge in the axial direction assuming a hollow-cone configuration. The sheet radius, angle, and stream-wise velocity increase, whereas its thickness decreases when the liquidswirler angle or mass flowrate is increased because of the dominance of inertial and centrifugal forces over capillary and interfacial friction forces. At a specific mass flowrate or liquid-swirler angle, both the sheet angle and the stream-wise velocity experience an initial increase followed by a decrease in the axial direction. The swirl velocity increases to an asymptotic value in the axial direction as the mass flowrate is increased or liquid-swirler angle is decreased. 
